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EDITORIAL L’ART

EDITO
Art or the great
journey of selfdiscovery

Considering a work of art raises questions about the artist’s
introspection and extrospection. The spectator’s reception turns
art into Art. The individual meets the work of art without the
artist. “Creative art is not performed by the artist alone; the
spectator brings the work in contact with the external world.”
(Marcel Duchamp) The first encounter with a work of art is only a
matter of emotion. There is no scale of emotions; they are private,
plural and boundless. It is an intimate journey of self-discovery.
In a world where we are compelled to self-withdrawal, the
next step is to explain, interact and share. What is indeed the
artist’s role? “To think. To make us think. To present reality to
us - the facts and ideas - from viewpoints that were previously
unknown.”(Miuccia Prada) We need to be unsettled to move
forward, we need to wonder about living, feeling different from
how we felt the day before, stepping outside our comfort zone. The
artist requires us to develop awareness of the world around us, to
question our future and our freedoms.
Artists are passionate; their vision of reality and the expression
of their freedom are inspiring. They should be imitated and we
should learn to focus on passion, to enjoy life and to seize the day.
We should accept to be our self and deny social diktats. When Karl
Lagerfeld died, Sophie Fontanel wrote: “You’d better hurry and
break the mold, you’d better hurry and stand out from the crowd,
you’d better hurry and think big, find a love larger than life, ask
for beauty more than anything else, ask questions rather than
thinking you have the answers, you’d better hurry to be great!”
Karine Dunesme
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FRANÇAIS

ENGLISH

ESPAÑOL

Le lecture de ce magazine
vous est également proposée
en anglais et en espagnol.
Ainsi, vous trouverez dans
les pages qui suivent, des
résumés dans ces deux
langues, mais l’intégralité
des articles est disponible
sur notre site.
Bonne lecture!

You also can read this
magazine in english and
spanish. So you’ll find in the
following pages, summeries
in both languages, but full
articles are available on our
website.
Happy reading!

Se les propone también la
lectura de la revista también,
en francés y en inglés.
Encontrarán resumenes
en estos dos idiomas en las
siguientes páginas, pero los
artículos integrales están
disponibles en nuestra
página web.
Buena lectura!

Suivez-nous
@life.is.art.mag
instagram
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Semblable à la vie dans nos villes, l'univers de Style SieMatic : Urban est né de fascinants contrastes :
timide et expressif, fonctionnel et émotionnel, étranger et familier, antique et design. L'agencement ciselé,
intuitif et puissant d'objets soigneusement choisis élabore une esthétique qui raconte l'expérience,
les contradictions et l'univers d'une personnalité unique : la vôtre.
www.siematic.com/urban

HOME DARROMAN design

DARROMAN
DESIGN
Do you fancy renovating your home, remodeling your kitchen,
giving your bathroom a makeover or just changing your interior
decoration? The only place for that is Darroman Design.
Jean-Philippe and Florence will assist through every step of your
project. They will design your interior as you have imagined with
design pieces from the showroom or through their creativity in
interior fitting…signed by Darroman Design.
You are impressed by their ideas, aren’t you? So these ideas just
need to be applied! Time for renovation works has come! Here
again Jean-Philippe and Florence will supervise the different
stages to ensure your project implementation. Pieces required for
the project will be designed in the workshop by their team of cabinetmakers who then will come to your place for installation.
This is it; your dream has become true!
Darroman Design has a unique expertise to home design and also
two dream showrooms.

PAYS-BASQUE
18 route de Pitoys,
Anglet

LANDES
6 rue des Résiniers,
Cap Breton

www.darromandesign.fr

Tél: 09.60.03.54.93
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WEEK-END ALICE ISAAZ

Alice

ISAAZ
Alice Izaaz was born in Bordeaux and grew up
in the French Basque Country. Whenever she
goes back there to visit her parents, it is truly
a breath of fresh air. Over a weekend for one of
her friends’ birthday, Alice shares with us her
Basque Country and the places that cannot be
missed.
FR Alice Isaaz à l’affiche du dernier film de Rémi Bezançon, Le Mystère Henry
Pick avec Camille Cottin, et Fabrice Luchini, une adaptation du roman de David
Foenkinos, et nommée pour le Prix Romy Schneider.
ES Nacida en Burdeos, Alice Isaaz creció en el País Vasco. Cada vez que regresa
a ver a sus padres, es una verdadera bocanada de oxígeno. A la vuelta de un fin de
semana y del cumpleaños de una de sus amigas, Alice nos cuenta “su País Vasco” y
nos habla de sus lugares preferidos.
Photographs by Kevin Millet
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Alice Isaaz photographiée par Kevin Millet
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WEEK-END ALICE ISAAZ
Margaux,
I really missed you last weekend, it
was perfect and I would have liked you
to be with us. We celebrated Pauline’s
birthday at Le Classique and as usual
the atmosphere could hardly be greater!
Pauline spent the night behind turntables
playing Céline Dion in the loop. We ended
the night at Le Bar de la Plage and the
bravest ones went to La Licorne until
sunrise.
The premiere of “Le Mystère Henry Pick”
at Le Select in Saint Jean de Luz on
Saturday night was great; it is a pity
that you could not make it to be with us.
It is always a great opportunity to live
those moments in my career here in the Basque Country where
everything has a different flavor. I am deeply attached to this
place.
The following day Paul and I pushed ourselves to go for a run
along the promenade in Anglet. The call from the bed quickly
vanished in front of the Oceanside morning beauty. I look forward
that La Case on the beach reopens to go and have a coffee
while hearing the sound of the waves. We enjoyed our lunch at
L’Atelier Gaztelur. I think I will never get tired of this place.
I have to stop writing this letter now because I must get ready for
tonight: we are going to La Cucaracha in Bidart with friends to
taste their Spanish manner Hake Steak. The former owner has
left but the new one has kept the concept and the place has lost
none of its original charm.
I cannot wait that you come back from your holidays to have a
coffee with you and catch up
on the latest news and my next
project.
Next time you come, we will
plan going hiking as I did with
my sister this summer. We
will go and eat a char-grilled
prime rib at Asador Venta
Burkaitz’s! It is the best
reward after such efforts. Or
we will have oysters at Les
Halles so that you can start
enjoying them! Alright, I stop
here!
With all my love,
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« It is always a great opportunity
to live those moments in my career
here in the Basque Country where
everything has a different flavor. »
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CHEF D’OEUVRE SERGIO MEYLOU

SERGIO

MEYLOU
I discovered the Madison’s
Brasserie last week for
a business lunch. I have
been amazed by the chef’s
original and surprising
cuisine and I suggested him
to create a dish inspired
by an artwork. Here is an
interview live from his
kitchen to learn more about
this young chef.
How did you become a chef?
My grandmother owned a
greengrocer’s shop and we used
to go together to meet vegetable
and fruit growers. She taught
me how to cook and to enjoy
good products when I was very
young.
We often cook to make
someone happy. Who was
the first person you wanted
to make happy?
I was 12 or 13 and I made a
lemon meringue pie for my
family and friends. If you look
back, it was quite a bold choice
because today, according to me
sweet dishes are more difficult
to make than savoury dishes
when talking about the balance
of tastes.

20

«Inspiration of a work by
Jean-François
Larrieu,
where the land and the sea
are represented through the
octopus and the Basque pig
of my friend Eric Ospital.»
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CHEF D’OEUVRE SERGIO MEYLOU
FR La cuisine est un

art. Nous avons proposé
au chef Sergio Meylou de
créer une assiette inspirée
de l’œuvre de son choix:
Printemps en Provence, de
Jean-François LARRIEU.

ES La cocina es un

arte. Le propusimos al
Chef Sergio Meylou que
creara un plato inspirado
de la obra que quisiera:
Printemps en Provence, de
Jean-François LARRIEU.

What is the most inspiring
when you create a dish,
color, texture or taste?
First the product and its
flavours. But colors are also
very important because you
may want to order a dish when
you see it.
How do you create a new
menu?
I need first some time thinking
even if I wait until the very last
moment to do things. I have
memories of competitions when
I loved being under pressure
and I finally created the recipe
the night before. It is the
artistic side of my character
(smile). Here at La Brasserie,
the menu changes every two
months.
When talking about the
atmosphere, do you set the
tone?
The Olano Family who owns
the Madison let me create a
restaurant that looked like
me. I have been given free rein
for selecting the kitchen staff
and food. I really wanted the
restaurant to be neither too
stiff nor casual. I like discipline
and control.
Do you go and meet
customers?
I like contact with people but
I need to listen and then I
filter things out to enrich my
experience.
Your cuisine as well as the
presentation of dishes is
original and surprising.
I really enjoy food, that’s the
reason why every dish on the
menu can be eaten as a starter
or the main course. There is no
22

range in flavours, you can test
and taste a lot of things.
Marylou Dunesme
Printemps en Provence (Spring
in Provence), artwork by JeanFrançois Larrieu.

Margaux Lonnberg,
Claris Virot, Ba&sh,
Swildens, June7.2,
My Sunday Morning,
Modetrotter, Attic&
Barn, Essentiels
Antwerp, La Nouvelle,
Lee, Bosabo
Maison Sarah Lavoine

3 rue du Helder, Biarritz - 19 boulevard Thiers Saint-Jean-de-Luz
www.miaow-biarritz.com
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DESTINATION
GUETHARY
The Basque Country and surfing go together. Guétary
is a great place to live where you can go surfing at
every tide and experience magnificent sunsets; that is
the promise of unforgettable moments!
FR Vous ne pourrez y échapper le surf et la Côte Basque sont

indissociables. Guéthary est un des villages phares, où le surf
est possible à toutes les marées, où il fait bon vivre, et où on peut
admirer des couchers de soleils dans un cadre de rêve. Moments
inoubliables garantis !

ES No se les va a escapar: el surf y la Costa vasca son

indisociables. Guéthary es uno de los barrios emblemáticos, donde
se puede surfear con cada marea, un hermoso lugar para vivir,
donde se puede admirar puestas del sol en un entorno de ensueño.
¡La garantía de momentos inolvidables!
Photographies Nicolas Delors
Atelier NDsurf à Bidart
Tél : 06 50 91 52 08
contact@ndsurf.fr
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CULTURE «SURFING»

CULTURE «SURFING»

Mathieu Crepel
Double World Champion, World
Cup winner, and silver medal at the
X Games.
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For sure, surfing and the Basque Country go together. The locals
go surfing before and after work and always have their board
waiting in the car. You can see them in their wetsuit holding their
board on pedestrian crossings.
An American surfer introduced surfing on the Basque Coast in
1957. He was so astonished by the waves that he brought his
board over to practise surfing here. That board was indeed the
first one in Europe, in France, in Biarritz and the surfing culture
was launched in the Basque Country.
Since then, European and world competitions have been held one
after the other and the Basque Country has become one of the
best spots for worldwide surfers. Now the major luxury brands
such as Chanel, Louis Vuitton or Lacoste have boards bearing
their logo. You can even buy surf wax from the bakery along with
chocolatines and baguettes.
Guétary is one of the best surfing locations because of its tidal
range. This village is often the starting-point for surfing sessions;
it offers a panoramic view over the ocean, consequently you can
check at a glance the tide, wave height and decide where to go
surfing and have a look over the spots without taking the car. You
can go surfing at every tide and then you can have a break in
one of the restaurants in town; you will experience magnificent
sunsets and have a drink with tapas overlooking the sea at
L’Illuna Bar or L’Hétéroclito.
Nico
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SUCCESS STORY BETONY VERNON

BETONY

VERNON
When designing jewels Bethony Vernon has
discovered the power objects have on the body. This
has been the starting-point of her work on pleasure
and human body awareness: “understanding your
own sexuality means understanding yourself”.
Thus, she wrote the Boudoir Bible to show how an
important role pleasure has in our daily life.
FR Artiste américaine, anthropologue, en créant des bijoux, Betony
Vernon a découvert le pouvoir des objets sur notre corps. Cette
découverte a marqué le début de son travail autour du plaisir et de
la connaissance du corps humain : « comprendre sa sexualité, c’est
se comprendre soi-même ». Elle écrit alors « La Bible du Boudoir
» pour faire comprendre au monde l’importance que joue le plaisir
dans nos vies quotidiennes.
ES Creando joyas, Betony Vernon descubrió el poder de los

objetos sobre nuestro cuerpo. Este descubrimiento orientó los
principios de su trabajo alrededor del placer y del conocimiento
del cuerpo humano: “entender su sexualidad es entenderse a si
mismo”. Entonces, describió “la Bible du Boudoir” para transmitir
al mundo la importancia del placer dentro de nuestras vidas
cotidianas.

Photographies Ali Mahdavi
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SUCCESS STORY BETONY VERNON

I met you 6 months ago
and I’ve been amazed by
your personality and your
driving-force. Today I have
the opportunity to share
this encounter with the
readers of Life is Art. It’s
with great pleasure that I
can have a chat with you
once more. Last time we
met, you were wearing a
gorgeous cream negligee

and today you are dressed
in an Yves Saint Laurent
3-piece suit.
It’s my favourite vintage suit.
You have an uncommon and
unforgettable first name due
to your mother’s passion for
flowers. Why did she choose
this particular flower?

30

She chose the betony for its
huge healing and protecting
power; it was said to be
magical.
I believe that names can
influence our destiny, it’s
utterly true as far as you’re
concerned!
My mother used to believe the
same! But when I was a child,

«A true knowledge of the
democratic body would be its
importance in our lives.»
curtains and discovered
your workshop and your
universe…it seemed to
be like a kind of ritual to
me. I felt I was privileged
to access a private and
mysterious alcove. Is the
ritual part of the experience
you want to convey? To
quote you “the ritual,
the essential notion of
separating the profane from
the sacred, the ordinary
from the extraordinary.”

as I am a redhead, I would
have dreamed to have a more
common name, for instance Ann
like my mother. And my love
for fine crafts must be credited
to my father who had a passion
for woodworking.
Last time we met, I rang at
your door, walked through
the backyard, opened
the thick green velvet

You are indeed privileged! This
is not a public space and you
must make an appointment to
come here. Everything in my
life is ritualistic and I keep
the ordinary at a distance.
Everyone is invited to bring the
sacred in their daily life. That
helps to remain in the present
time and makes your sex and
everyday life a thousand times
more interesting.
Which period of your life
launched your career?
I was inspired by a 1950s
edition of the Story of O by
Anne Desclos and I designed
a kit of objects named “SadoChic” in 1992. The kit was
composed of a cuff with a
removable chain attached to
31

a ring. The kit is not aimed
at being worn only by an
individual but simultaneously
by two people. The first time
I experienced the connection,
my friend was wearing the
ring attached to my own “SadoChic” cuff; I realised at once
the psychological impact of
this bond – even if symbolical.
We both felt a sense of deep
intimacy, connection, belonging
and self-control in the same
time. I began to be fascinated
by the power of objects to
strengthen or change the way
we are connected to ourselves,
the others as well as to space
around us. The “Sado-Chic”
collection was also the starting
point of my career as a sex
educator.
What are your favorite
objects, those you are the
most proud of?
My sensual massage rings – the
Double Sphere, the String of
Pearls, and the Petty Ring –
and my Lovelock Collier.
Angelina Jolie, Lady Gaga,
Cara Delevingne or Anja Rubik
openly wear your jewels.
Have you been touched by
any of these encounters?

SUCCESS STORY BETONY VERNON
They are all special; I love
my work because it attracts
people from very different
backgrounds and places.

pleasure and intimacy. The
“Theta Rig” is the result of
many years of research to help
people in that purpose.

You are also an
anthropologist and you
fight for sexual freedom.
According to you there is
no taboo in sexuality, only
a wide range in pleasure;
OK! Is it the reason why you
wrote the Boudoir Bible?

Kamel Daoud said:
“eroticism is the oldest
religion”. Do you agree with
him?

In response to my collectors’
questions, I felt the need
to talk about my work to a
broader audience. That’s why
I wrote The Boudoir Bible: the
Uninhibited Sex Guide which is
now a bestseller book in France
about erotic pleasure.

You say: “understanding
your own sexuality means
understanding yourself.”
Today, putting back
pleasure at the core of the
debate could be a means to
get a more satisfying and
accomplished society free
from conflicts, couldn’t it?
The art of sex is based on
knowledge, so do you think
a science of pleasure could
be taught and be accessible
to everyone?

Fifty Shades of Grey was
written by one of your
students. What was your
role in the writing of this
book?
E.L James regularly attended
my lectures at the SoHo
House in London in the 2000s.
Everybody told me they were
a source of inspiration for her.
And you, what do you think?
I think the red room in
the novel is an allegory of
your Boudoir Box that you
always carried with you at
the time (laughter). As a
sexual anthropologist what
is your mission?
To help women and men have
a thorough awareness of their
sexuality, their body and how
pleasure in life in general is
important.
What is your method?
The celebration of love,

Yes I absolutely do. Uninhibited
sex and transcendence go
together.

I think there has always been
confusion between sexual
mystery and sexual ignorance.
I try to understand why
pleasure remains in the taboo
zone. Pleasure will have a
more important role in our life
when we are really aware of
our body and its full capacity
to provide pleasure. The art of
loving someone relies on the
love of oneself. If you make love
a priority of every moment,
everything else innately falls
into place. Sexual well-being
and daily happiness are
inseparable.
If we refer to the “Theta
Frequency Session #1”
Happening in the Museum
of Modern Art in Paris on
September 28th 2017, can
art be used as a way to
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teach a more accessible
science of pleasure in that
purpose?
Why not…the artist is entitled
to deal with taboo subjects.
Sex and pleasure can be more
accessible in a creative and
institutional context. Long Live
Art!
Elka Léonard
Betony’s jewelry has been
exhibited at the Milan Triennal,
in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, in the MUMAC in
Lausanne etc.

« The art of loving
one another is
based on self-love. »

BACKSTAGE FONDATION LA MONDIALE

Céline

LIARD
Business Foundation
AG2R LA MONDIALE for Artistic
Vitality
FR De nouvelles fondations fleurissent chaque année, portées par de grand
groupe du CAC40. Dans quel but? Qui soutiennent-elles? Notre détective Izzy
est partie enquêter auprès de Céline Liard, Secrétaire Générale de la Fondation
d’entreprise AG2R LA MONDIALE pour la Vitalité artistique.
ES Nuevas fundaciones florecen cada año, llevadas por grandes grupos
del CAC40. ¿Para qué propósito? ¿A quién apoyan? Nuestra detective fue a
investigar junto a Céline Liard, Secretaria General de la Fundación de la
empresa AG2R LA MONDIALE para la Vitalidad artística.
Photography Léa Darmigny
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BACKSTAGE FONDATION LA MONDIALE

Bilbo comes to the Huts of the Raft-Elves,
d’après J. R. R. Tolkien.
Tissage Atelier A2 et Françoise Vernaudon, 2018. Collection Cité
internationale de la tapisserie, Aubusson.
© The Tolkien Estate Ltd 1937
Photo : © Nicolas Roger
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It is 9 o’clock in the morning, time of the editorial
board meeting: coffee, croissants, topic discussion.
I have always been the one
to ask “tell me why, how”
so I am in for “everything
you ever wanted to know
about…”! I am deeply interested in this morning
topic, the world of art foundations. My target is the
newly created AG2R La
Mondiale Corporate Foundation for Artistic Vitality.
I have an inner smile and
think it could be the title for
a Woody Allen’s film. I am
short of breath just reading
the name…OK, I am not a
sporty type of person!
I first search the web for
the definition of a corporate
foundation. It is a non-profit organization founded by
one or several companies
in order to operate in the
general interest with a multi-year action plan. What an
agenda!
Metro line 9 station Saint
Augustin, 8th Arrondissement in Paris, here I am! I
stand outside a beautiful
Haussmann-period building
and inside, in the modern
hall, several sculptures
by Laurence Dréano and
Charles Stratos face each
other; I am in the right
place!
Céline Liard, the General
Secretary answers my questions.
37

How did you become General Secretary of such a foundation?
With a Master’s degree in the
History of Art and a postgraduate vocational degree in
History and Cultural Heritage
Management with a specialization in Corporate Philanthropy,
I joined AG2R La Mondiale,
a social welfare corporation
in 2010 to draft writing and
speaking reports of André
Renaudin, the Chief Executive
of the company. After six years,
I expressed the wish to change
jobs and I had the opportunity
to consider the cultural involvement policy of the company.
In the past, there was indeed a
one-time patchwork of actions.
From this, the project of creating a cultural foundation was
born. André Renaudin is a collector with an appetite for art
and was very supportive when
we practically launched this
now two-year-old organization.
How does an insurance
group like AG2R La Mondiale come to philanthropy?
According to the company, art
as well as social welfare contribute to individual fulfillment
and strengthen its citizen
dimension. The company has
already led many actions in
social welfare so it seemed quite
relevant to create a corporate
foundation dedicated to art and
culture, a legal structure within the regulatory framework
of philanthropy that is to say a
specific taxation: entities can

BACKSTAGE FONDATION LA MONDIALE

deduct 60% of their donations
to the foundation; if the foundation supports a project holder,
it benefits from compensation
in tangible and immaterial
communication with a value
maximization which cannot
exceed 25% of the donation. For
instance it can be the addition
of the logo on communication
media, access to free of charge
spaces, tickets for shows and
events etc.

How do you plan the annual
budget for the fondation?
It is a five-year planned budget
– that corresponds to the duration of a corporate foundation –
thanks to the 3.7 Million euros
contribution of six insurance
entities belonging to the group.
What are the limits of your
field of actions?
The three major topics are the
preservation of the regional
heritage, the valorization of the
contemporary creation and the
promotion of fine arts. It is fully
in line with Leibniz’s thought:
“the present is saturated with
the past and pregnant with the
future.” Our will is to combine
tradition and modernity.
How do you select projects?
Within the eligibility criteria of
the project holders regarding
the legal and tax framework of
philanthropy and our cultural
guidelines. It can be summarized by the phrase “art for art’s
sake”! In other words, we do
not believe in the cultural and
social combined philanthropy.
Added to that is the local
approach of projects. We do not
intend to stay within the Parisianism. In concrete terms it
means that an organization, a
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museum or a municipality can
apply.
So what is the limit?
As to follow what I have just
said the Foundation supports
projects but not structures. It
is aimed at a one-off and timebounding action even if it can
be implemented over the longterm. There is not a real limit
in itself but our budget is not
extensible. So the donation is
attributed by the Board regarding a favorable combination
between the budget allocation,
the project benefit and its territorial dimension.
For instance, I apply for a
stained-glass restoration in
a castle, what do you do?
I transmit the project for examination to the competent local
manager; when it is first approved, the project is presented to
political local representatives of
the group. If they approve it, I
submit it to the Selection Committee and then to the Executive Board which selects project
and adjudicates on donations.
They can allocate 100% of the
requested sum or below. When
a project is approved, an agreement is drawn up between
the project proponent and the
Foundation to define the terms
of the contract.
Up to today, 200 projects have
been submitted, 54 have been
approved in local areas and 34
have been supported by the
Foundation. The Executive
Board is composed of 36 members – 20 founding members, 4
company’s employees, 12 qualified experts plus 3 guests from
the Policy Committee. Each
member decides according to
their character, sensibility and

response to the project. Board
discussions are intense and
fruitful and everyone listens
with attention and goodwill.

Foundation on the cultural
scene and also to host wonderful projects that contribute to
regional influence.

I guess that you must be
receptive to some projects
rather than others; can you
promote your “fave”?

Izzy Detective

Never! I forbid myself of doing
that! My voice does not count;
I am a total neutral observer.
The Executive Board has sole
power in selecting projects.

What were the most significant
projects for you?
The adaptation of 2 watercolors
by Lord of the Rings’s author
JJR Tolkien into tapestry for
the project “Aubusson weaves
Tolkien”, the scholarship grants
to young talented students
following master classes in partnership with Nice International Summer Academy and the
restoration of the large chandelier in Saint Omer Theater.
Is it only financial support
or do you take part in the
project?
(Straight through) There is no
skills philanthropy but only
financial support. And there
is a golden rule – we never
ever step in project design and
execution. Everyone has their
own function or role even in
the communication framework:
we promote our actions within
the Foundation and the project
holder deals with external communication.
What would you like for the
Foundation in the future?
To keep up, to implement the
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WONDER WOMAN CAPUCINE

Bar de la Plage

CAPUCINE
When coming to Biarritz, you cannot miss le
Bar de la Plage which overlooks la Grande
Plage and the sea. And you must meet the
owner Capucine. She is a radiant and
inspiring woman! And we love that!
FR Le Bar de la Plage est un endroit intournable si vous venez à Biarritz, car
c’est face à la mer sur la Grande Plage, et surtout il faut que vous rencontriez
Capucine, la propriétaire. Une femme solaire et inspirante.On adore!

ES El Bar de la Plage es un lugar imprescindible si vienen a Biarritz, porque
está frente al mar en la Grande Plage, y sobre todo tienen que encontrar a
Capucine, la propietaria. Una mujer alegre e inspiradora. ¡Nos encanta!
Photographies Mikael Vojinovic
Stylisme Karine Dunesme & Duchatel Biarritz
Thanks: Blunt Manufacture, Golf de Biarritz Le Phare, M. Erviti - Centre
Service PORSCHE
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Capucine wears a dress
shirt and Chloé pants,
a vintage Chanel
necklace

Capucine wears a top
and a Jacquemus skirt,
vintage hat

Capucine wears a
Christian Dior coat,
vintage jeans and top,
Gavilane earrings,
Louis Vuitton travel
bag
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WONDER WOMAN CAPUCINE

I have heard that Capucine,
the owner of Le Bar de la Plage
in Biarritz goes to bed at 3.00
every night and gets up at 7.30
to take her children to school.
I just cannot believe it! I have
just found someone who is more
a Wonder Woman or just more
sleep disturbed than I am? I
have to investigate.
For those who do not know
Le Bar de la Plage, it is a
must-go place overlooking
La Grande Plage and the
sea. At weekends and
every night in July and
August, restaurant tables
are pushed aside and you
can dance until 2.00 with
renowned DJs behind
turntables. So, who is MarieCapucine Maury-Laribière,
the owner of the place?
I have a burning question:
how do you manage to keep
up?
(With a broad smile) I am
hyperactive, highly optimistic,
radiant and highly happy! I
love my job so I don’t feel like
working. And alright, I also
have a great babysitter!
Have you been doing this
job for ever?
Oh my goodness no! I spent
32 years seeking myself. That
means there is always hope!
I had unfulfilling jobs in
various sectors – international
business, real estate, and
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advertising – and worst of
all I was the Costes hotel
manager during 2 years: I
had to wear stilettos whereas
I had a knee problem. Every
night I was crying back home.
Then one day, I fled Paris and
found refuge at my parents’
in Biarritz. They owned a
restaurant. The following week,
I met the father of my children.
Only one year after my
husband and I opened our
own restaurant. I had just
given birth to Rose and I was
expecting Leopold. Le Bar de
la Plage was born in the same
time as my passion for catering
business.
What do you like about this
job?
From the outset I am a party
girl, I enjoy life to the fullest
and I like people. I can embrace
or kiss up to 2000 people a day!
(Laughter) I enjoy every second
of life, I love creating and
managing; this job combines
everything I like. My favourite
moment is when the restaurant
is full of people and the bustle
that goes with it.
That is to say every night!
(Laughter)
It is the most sought-after
place in Biarritz, isn’t it?
(Smile) I work very hard for it.
There is no time for a nap after
lunch service because the kids
come back from school and I
want to spend as much time
as possible with them. I am a

I am an
outstanding
competitor,
I love
challenges.
My wish: to
be even better
today than
tomorrow.»

fighter and I have a wonderful
staff. Michel my grandfather
was my mentor; he had a
patriarchal management and
he was loved by everyone. He
was the world leader in the tile
industry and one day, on his
way to work, he was kidnapped.
His employees liked him so
much that they all wanted to
contribute to pay the ransom.
He was finally released. It is an
evidence of the bond he shared
with them. I want to be as
loved as he was at work. That
is maybe what attracts people.
I can generate team-spirit and
raise people up.

say my identity is a zest of life
and enthusiasm. I am funny
and I think it can be very
motivating because I have lots
of ideas and projects.
Tomorrow?

If we want to invite you for
dinner one night…

Camille Attack

It’s hardly possible! Last week
a friend of mine asked me when
we could go and have dinner
and what my day off was. Then
he realized I didn’t have any!
(Laughter) But it is just a lot of
fun to work…
You have opened a second
venue and you are planning
to open a third one. How
would you define your
identity?
First I need to have a good
chef in all my businesses. I
like when people say “wow
it’s beautiful and delicious!”
All the products are fresh and
homemade. Then I want guests
to feel warm and welcomed. I
select the staff on their smile.
Every month, I keep saying
that success does not allow you
to be condescending. I would
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I am a fierce competitor, I love
challenges; I would like to be
much better tomorrow than
I am today and continue to
develop my business.
A dream?
To never stop moving forward
and to pass on my passion to
my children.

Capucine wears a dress
Paco Rabanne, vintage
Brami earrings

Capucine wears a dress
shirt and Chloé pants,
a vintage Chanel
necklace, a Bernard
Delettrez bracelet, a
Dolce Gabbana bag

Acepoeritusa
nonsulatin Ita, vitam
ius, elaressum aute
atientice mo viverit
pules Ahala deo,
spionsi imus facchuid
cit, nocchiliisus
fir avolus? O ta
videatiem inatis confeci
firmistimu

Capucine wears a Paco
Rabanne dress
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Page on the left
Capucine wears a dress
shirt and Chloé pants,
a vintage Chanel
necklace
Page on the right
Tom Ford Goggles,
Diort Coat, Gavilane
Earrings

WONDER WOMAN SOPRANO & BRAND MANAGER

OLIVIA
KAHLER
An adorable American accent, a beautiful
voice and a physical that makes all heads
turn. When our artistic worlds crossed, it was
imposed to us, that Olivia Kahler, soprano
and brand manager, would be one of our two
business leaders of the photo shoot!
FR Un adorable accent américain, une voix magnifique et un physique qui fait se

tourner toutes les têtes. Quand nos univers artistiques se sont croisés, il s’est imposé à
nous, qu’Olivia Kahler, soprano et « brand manager », serait l’une de nos deux chefs
d’entreprise du shooting photo !

ES Un encantador acento americano, como reflejo de sus origines, una voz hermosa y

un físico que atrae las miradas. Cuando nuestros universos artísticos se encontraron,
nos pareció claro que Olivia Kalher, soprano y gerente de marca, ¡sería una de
nuestras dos empresarias de la sesión de fotos!
Photographies Mikael Vojinovic
Stylisme Karine Dunesme & Duchatel Biarritz
Remerciements : Blunt Manufacture, Golf de Biarritz Le Phare,
M. Erviti Centre Service Porsche
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Olivia porte un
manteau Christian
Dior, un legging Haider
Ackermann, des
chaussures Yves Saint
Laurent et un collier
Giuseppe Zanotti

Left page
Olivia wears a dress
Paco Rabanne
Page on the right
Olivia wears a top and
a Jacquemus skirt

Olivia wears a dress
Paco Rabanne and
shoes Gianmarco
Lorenzi

I heard that your passion for
opera originated a long time
ago; when your mother was
expecting you, she used to listen
to Mozart, is that true?
(Laughter) My parents love
music and it is true that they
listened to Mozart when my
mother was pregnant. So
yes, when I was a child I
was sensitive to opera and
now I sing the “Queen of
Night” aria from the “Magic
Flute” by Mozart. But the
first real break came when I
was 8; my father took me to
Vienna to see “the Phantom
of the Opera”, the musical by
Andrew Lloyd Weber. It is the
story of a phantom living in
the subterranean labyrinth
beneath the Paris Opera House.
I knew back then that it was
the job I would do. I wanted to
go behind the scenes and learn
about the history of the Opera.
My passion for stories also
originated from that time. That
day changed my life.

How did you become a
professional artist?

those occupations – singer and
digital brand manager.
Can you briefly explain
what a brand manager’s
role is?
To match the singer’s image
and career, to make sure his/
her face and character attract
and keep people’s attention. It
requires a true relationship
and a real encounter between
the singer and me. It can be
shopping, specific photo shoots
and structured interviews. I
always try to match creativity
and people. Image is very
important today and in the
world of opera people are not
prepared to it.
What do you like most in the
job?
To meet and discover singers.
And I love telling stories about
on-stage operas and also help
singers to create their own
story.
What vision of opera would
you like to promote with
your work?

I studied music in the USA
then in Europe. I graduated in
opera singing but I also wanted
to have another occupation
that would be suitable to
the touring life of an opera
singer. I first had a managerial
experience in the tea business
and I discovered marketing
and social networking. I was
my own human guinea pig
and I experimented a concept I
first tested on my career. Then
other singers asked for my
experience. I love combining
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Opera is first and foremost a
show but also a lot of work. I
try to lead the way behind the
scenes and to show the human
aspect of the work.
Do you think that opera is
becoming more accessible
or it is still the domain of
the happy few?
We need to change the image
of opera, to spread it on social
networks and to have a broader

access to it. We must attract
young people. Opera like art
belongs to a select club. People
believe they do not have
enough culture awareness
and education to understand a
musical work so they do not go
and see an opera. We can spark
their interest by explaining
the characters on stage and by
telling stories about singers.
We can rejuvenate the image of
the opera. Several initiatives
about the price of tickets
have been now implemented.
With Julie Fuchs, one of the
artists I represent, I created
#Operaisopen – two tickets for
free and low prices on a range
of tickets to attract young
people. Opera houses also sell
10 euros tickets with the same
goal in mind.
Where can we listen to
opera apart from an opera
house?
YouTube is a good way to
discover opera.

Which artist would you like to
represent?
I love all my artists but I would
say Renée Fleming. I already
met her and she is the first
soprano I listened to. I admire
her! But I dream of developing
my activity, getting involved
with other luxury brands,
working with hotels and
connecting them to my clients.
Where can we soon listen to
your soprano voice?
I will give a recital with the
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pianist Agnès Drache on May
26th 2019 in Paris. We will
perform Strauss and Mozart in
a private residence in the 16th
arrondissement as part of the
“Chez Nous” concert series.
Elka Leonard
Reservation required by
phone: +33 06 70 66 09 60

Olivia wears a Haider
Ackermann kimono
vintage glasses and
shoes Yves Saint
Laurent
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Olivia wears a dress
shirt and Chloé pants,
Lagerfeld glasses and
Yves Saint Laurent
shoes
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Page on the left
Olivia wears a top and
a Jacquemus skirt, and
a vintage necklace
Page on the right
Olivia wears a
Christian Dior coat,
a Haider Ackermann
legging, Yves Saint
Laurent shoes and
a necklace Giuseppe
Zanotti
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COLLECTOR BERNARD MAGREZ

BERNARD

MAGREZ
The word “emotion” often comes to the mouth of the
collector Bernard Magrez. If he collects vineyards,
he also dedicates himself to art and confesses he can
be dazzled by artworks. He tells us how he collects
artworks and shares his views on life.
FR « Emotion », ce mot revient souvent dans la bouche du collec-

tionneur, Bernard Magrez. S’il collectionne les vignobles, il voue
une vraie passion à l’art et aux œuvres d’art, face auxquelles il
admet être parfois même ébloui. En nous racontant la façon dont il
collectionne les œuvres, Bernard Magrez nous livre sa vision de la
vie.

ES “Emoción”, esta palabra está muy presente en la boca del colec-

cionista. Suele coleccionar los viñedos, se apasiona por el arte y las
obras de arte, ante las cuales admite a veces, quedarse maravillado. Contándonos la forma en la cual colecciona las obras, Bernard
Magrez nos ofrece su visión de la vida.
Photographies Institut Culturel Bernard Magrez
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COLLECTOR BERNARD MAGREZ

You need no introduction
and you are an intriguing
collector; you own 42 wine
estates and a collection of
more than 400 works of art.
Where does your passion for
collections – and especially
art collections – come from?
What does art mean to you?
Does art have a key role in
your life?

All started when I was young; I
was mesmerized by Van Gogh,
by his work as well as by his
tumultuous life. According
to me that was the true life
of an artist. I regularly go to
the Musée d’Orsay in Paris
to admire his exceptional
masterpiece The Starry Night.
In 1993 I met the painter
Bernard Buffet by chance and
I will not deny that I liked the
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man before his work; he was a
complex man and had a 360°
view of life. He had an eye
on every approach to life. He
went through difficult times in
France but was considered as a
living god in Japan. He was the
one who initiated me into art
when he showed me his process
of creation, his “verticality”
and his colors expressing his
regrets in life. He would have

Exhibition «Festins»,
Gérard Rancinan and Caroline
Gaudriault

« I regularly go to the Musée
d’Orsay in Paris to admire this
extraordinary masterpiece, La nuit
étoilée. »
do you spot the artworks
you will buy? How do
you decide on buying an
artwork?

liked to have a different life and
other relationships with the
others and with nature. You can
find all these emotions in his
paintings.
It is rumored that your
friend François Pinault
pretended once to be an
employee in Art Basel to
find that special something
before the preview…Where

François always manages to go
there before everybody! It is so
easy for him, he does not even
need to dress up. (Smile)
I buy a lot at national and
international auctions myself.
I receive catalogues or go on
websites. I choose artworks
which trigger emotions.
Unfortunately I can sometimes
be deeply disappointed because
the picture does not match the
real artwork. I wish I could go
and see myself more often but
I am very busy with my work. I
buy from galleries and directly
from artists who contact me.
My personal reward is to help
– and I really mean the word –
other people in art or any other
fields.
I do not call upon advisors or
experts and I am only guided by
emotion – whatever the name of
the artist is!
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What prompts you to buy?
The artwork or the artist?
The harm for collectors is to
get close to the artist because
the deep artistic and personal
affection can influence your
choice. I made mistakes when
I bought artworks from people
I was captivated by but which
did not trigger a true emotion.
Collectors should be cautious
with that.
How far are you willing to
go for an artwork?
When I fall for an artwork
which has already been
bought, I feel so frustrated as
if my emotions were stolen
from me. I already bought an
artwork back from a friend or
contacted and asked the artist
to convey the emotion I felt in
another painting. Regret can be
stronger than success.
We could read in Les
Echos newspaper “those
all-dominating collectors

COLLECTOR BERNARD MAGREZ

Mathieu De Lorgeril
who rule the world of
contemporary art”. The art
dealer Emmanuel Perrotin
also admits that “museums
and critics no longer decide
so much on the artists’
rating but the collectors
along with a few gallery
owners or international
auction houses. What do you
think about that?

any artwork, it has no interest
whatsoever. And I also keep the
works I have been tricked for as
a symbol of my mistake.

I do not really like to talk
about it but it is true that
in the world of art there are
trends supported by gallery
owners and auction houses but
fortunately there are mature
collectors who do not follow
those changing trends.
Buying art is not my profession
and I only buy what I enjoy.
I keep all the artworks I
own, I store then display
them for exhibitions. I am a
businessman and art remains
a hobby. I have never sold back

I founded the Institute to meet
and talk with artists. They cast
a different glance on their own
work and guide the spectator to
convey emotion and their own
view of life.
Thanks to artworks you can
understand that there are
several possible emotions and
ways of perception; the same
applies to our life. Life can be
led in different ways because
we are its leading actor.
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Do you make any difference
between what you buy
for the Institute and for
yourself?No difference at
all? What are you the most
proud of with the Institute?

« Through artwork, you understand that
there are many possible emotions and ways to
understand things. »
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BY LOVE OF ART ANNE MONDY

Anne
MONDY
An artist who tears
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BY LOVE OF ART ANNE MONDY

FR Anne Mondy a

personnalisé le modèle
Huracàn aux couleurs de
l’histoire, et des valeurs
de la célèbre marque de
voiture Lamborghini. Son
travail est un vibrant
hommage au design, à
la technologie et à l’art.
Cette œuvre, prouesse
mondiale et historique,
reflète son savoir-faire le «
PaperTone » et son génie.

ES Anna Mondy

personalizó el modelo
Huracán con colores de la
historia y los valores de
la famosa marca de coche
Lamborghini. Su trabajo
es un vibrante homenaje
al diseño, a la tecnología y
al arte. Esta obra, proeza
mundial e histórica,
refleja su pericia el
“PaperTone” y su genio.

For the opening of its latest car dealership in Mérignac, Lamborghini, the renowned brand with the raging bull logo created by
Ferruccio Lamborghini has launched an exceptional performance
with the plastic artist Anne Mondy. “Tearing paper is liberating
and I love it! I am a compulsive buyer of magazines, music scores,
posters…that I love to tear into pieces!” Pierre Mondy’s daughter
staged the Italian brand’s iconic car model Huracán fully “PaperTorn” with torn patterns.
Anne has customized the Huracán model with the historic colors
and values of the sports car manufacturing company. Her work is
a vibrant tribute to design, technology and art. This work of art is
a world historic prowess and reveals her technical process and her
genius.
Her sensitivity is fully revealed by this car that you can still drive
but which has in the meantime tuned into a work of art.
She asserts her singularity and shows empathy for people through
words and messages hidden in her work.
Elka Léonard
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MASTER CRAFTSMAN SYLVIE HARTMANN

ETERNAL

FLOWERS
Even if paper flowers are commonly referred to as
“fake flowers”, Sylvie Hartmann’s work leads us
beyond eternity. Using Japanese and Ottoman papers,
she borrows techniques from painters to design and
create bouquets filled with history. Camille Attack
has followed the trail to those tales somewhere
between oriental inspiration and impressionist
painting.
FR Si communément nous appelons les fleurs de papier « fausses
fleurs » c’est au-delà de l’éternel que nous emmène le travail de
Sylvie Hartmann. Papier japonais ou papier ottoman, c’est à
travers les médiums du peintre qu’elle conçoit et fabrique des
bouquets chargés d’histoire. Camille Attack a suivi la piste de ses
récits, entre inspiration orientale, et tableau impressionniste.

ES Si comúnmente llamamos las flores de papel “falsas flores”, es
más allá de lo eterno que nos lleva el trabajo de Sylvie Hartmann.
Papel japonés o papel otomán, es a través de “Les médiums du
peintre” que ella concibe ramos de flores llenos de historias.
Camille Attack siguió la pista de sus historias entre inspiración
oriental y cuadros impresionistas.
Photographies Sylvie Hartmann
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« The storefront
of a merchant of
colours was the
perfect birthplace
for them. »

On a beautiful spring day, I go to Saint Germain des Près to meet
a fellow art gallery owner. I walk across the Pont du Caroussel
and long-stemmed flower bouquets in the mythic Sennelier store
window catch my eye. I come closer with curiosity and swoon over
everlasting flower arrangements. I am curious and come into the
color merchant’s store where I discover those eternal flowers.
There is a caption next to the floral installation: “Eugenie used to
enjoy white bouquets and to play with her collection of vases. She
sometimes matched her dresses with the flowers of her bouquets.”
Reading this story, I decide to investigate on this designer of
eternity. I am told that the artist also displays her creations in
Annick Goutal fragrance shop at 16 rue de Bellechasse. I do not
think twice and I instantly rush there, eager to follow the artist’s
track game.
This time I am charmed by the display of bouquets as well as the
powerful colors. I find in these paper flowers the same fragility
as in my grandmother’s roses. However despite their vulnerable
aspect, they are immortal. There is once again a caption as to
follow the previous story: “we were coming back to the castle and
found it deserted; only the bouquets on pedestal tables implied
that George and Alfred had just left.”(Reference to George Sand!).
These words take me back to another time…shoot! My meeting! I
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MASTER CRAFTSMAN SYLVIE HARTMANN

« Eugénie loved
white bouquets
and played
with her vase
collection.
Sometimes she
would tune her
dresses to the
flowers of her
bouquets. »

call my colleague and tell him about what I have found. He knows
the artist and has already seen her work at L’Atelier Byzance
where eternal flowers mingle with Ottoman paper. He tells me
that these flowers are inspired by Greek and Roman archeology
up to 20th century painters because Sylvie Hartmann is also an
archeologist and a restorer. Good Heavens! I want to learn more
and ask him to join me at L’Atelier Byzance.
Sylvie Hartmann’s flowers are usually made of noble mulberry
paper from Japan or Korea but for her arrangements here she
has used Ottoman marbled paper from the artist Baykul Baris
Yilmaz…The result is astonishing! With oriental colors, the
flowers are in direct line with true Impressionists’ landscapes.
My colleague tells me that Sylvie indeed has enjoyed transcribing
paintings into her creations from the very beginning. After a
five-year-long daily intimacy with the master paintings she was
restoring, she tried to find a way to express their colors, lights and
aura. She incidentally came to design painted flowers in order to
temporarily replace the paintings while on restoration. My friend
confirms that he has precisely discovered her work with a bouquet
inspired by the color tones of La Plage de Trouville by Eugène
Boudin. He has felt the same serenity as in the actual painting.
Enraptured by her work, I leave with a flower in my hand,
delighted with my journey through time in Paris this afternoon.
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MASTER CRAFTSMAN GÉRALD FRANZETTI

GÉRALD

FRANZETTI
Gérald Franzetti is a glass artist who is able to
combine a contemporary topic with an ancestral
technique unchanged for the last 11 centuries. He
restores stained-glass windows in historical sites but
also collaborates with artists to create contemporary
artworks. He reveals to Camille Attack every process
step.
FR Gérald Franzetti est un artisan capable de conjuguer un sujet

contemporain avec une technique ancestrale, inchangée depuis
onze siècles. Il restaure des vitraux sur des monuments historiques,
mais crée également des œuvres contemporaines en collaboration
avec des artistes. Il dévoile ici les différentes étapes du procédé à
Camille Attak.

ES Gérald Franzetti es un artesano capaz de conjugar un tema
contemporáneo con una técnica ancestral, que no ha cambiado
desde hace once siglos. Restaura las vidrieras de monumentos
históricos, pero crea también obras contemporáneas en
colaboración con artistas. Revela aquí las diferentes etapas del
proceso a Camille Attack.
Photographies Gérald Franzetti
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I am a little, in fact a lot
Parisian and I fell in love with
a Basque surfer; I have just
moved to Guéthary and opened
an art gallery. This morning a
client came into the gallery and
fell for a painting. But he had a
peculiar request: “is it possible
to transfer this artwork into a
stained glass?” With my usual
nerve I answered “of course!”
whereas I did not have the
slightest idea if such a project
was practically possible. I’m
deep in trouble!
First I called the artist and I
was relieved when he agreed
on the project. Then I called
my darling who always knows
how to solve my problems. And
as there are many old villas

with stained-glass windows
in the Basque Country, there
is only one name on his lips:
Gérald Franzetti. I did not
think twice and contacted him.
His assistant told me he was
currently restoring the stained
glasses of the Cambo church at
12 meters from the ground.
I was so impatient that I went
straight there. He would climb
down at some point. I sat in
the opposite café and watched
him work. It was impressive; he
looked like a cat on a roof!
While waiting, I searched for
information about the guy.
The first thing I read was: “I
do my best to pursue a quest
for perfection. Without undue
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humility I reject complacency.
We can always improve!” I have
the same motto so I think we
will get along!
Being an Italian immigrant’s
grandson, he grew up in an
artistic environment; when he
was young he worked in an
enamel workshop where he
made jewels that he sold to his
girlfriends to get pocket money.
He sat the competitive exam
to be admitted in ENSAAMA
(School of Arts and Design)
during his military service.
The amusing side of the story
is that he failed the exam but
came back in the school 25
years later as a reviewer. When
he got his vocational degree, he
settled in the Basque Country

MASTER CRAFTSMAN GÉRALD FRANZETTI
“First we are going to make
a 1/10 scale model on card
and draw the glass pattern in
charcoal; then I will multiply
the drawing with tracing and
carbon paper so as to make a
line drawing. Next it will be
transferred on Kraft paper and
be cut out with patterns shears
to remove the strip matching
the thickness of lead. I will
then take the templates for
each piece and I will freehand
cut glass. Once it’s completed,
we will color glass with metal
oxides and finally we will
heat it up at 600°C to set the
grisaille on the glass. It will
be unalterable. This technique
hasn’t changed for eleven
centuries. They got it right at
the time, didn’t they? (Smile)”

« I try to stay
in a quest for
perfection.
Without too much
humility, I refuse
to be complacent.
You can always
do better! »

and I can read that he worked
with the artist Zigor. How
great! My project is on track!
Gérald finally climbs down his
scaffolding and I discover a
passionate and charming man.
He is not even irritated by my
haste; he sits next to me and
listens to me with attention.
“Isn’t restoration frustrating?
-Not at all! Faithful restoration
is challenging and I don’t
agree on the Venice Charter’s
text saying that restoration
must be distinguishable from
the original. I only leave my
mark with a signature on each
restored piece. I am equally
interested in creating, I enjoy
making new stories and above
all I like true encounters.”
I join him in his workshop
in the late afternoon and he
explains how we are going to
proceed.
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I am a bit anxious about
this technique applied to the
artwork my client has selected
but with his 45-year experience
Gérald has no doubt everything
is possible; we will work
together on the pattern. He
likes my project and he likes
people who come with a precise
idea of what they want because
he then has to match the
technique with the project and
their character. It is a difficult
but fascinating job!
Camille Attack
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HOME BLUNT

BLUNT
The art of
staging by
subjects

The work on material is within the DNA of Blunt
Element House. Franck Rigal and Laetitia Bouchet
enhance steel, transcend its history and they
excel in turning wood irregularities into a unique
piece. “Lines are not defined on drawings, they are
implied by the material.” In the workshop, virtuoso
artists supply high purity structures by fusion
welding with no mechanical joining. As if those
were statues in a museum you cannot help but
touch them when passing by.
This indoor and outdoor designed furniture is a
real encounter through shape and material. Blunt’s
philosophy has led them to add their signature to
interior design projects regarding walls, staircase,
industrial glass walls and space reorganization.

SHOWROOM
48 rue Luis Mariano
Biarritz

ATELIER
7 et 48 bis rue Luis Mariano
Biarritz

+33 (0)6 88 49 24 25

+33 (0)6 80 22 67 11

www.bluntmanufacture.fr
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MASTER CRAFTSMAN TAXIDERMISTE

STEPHANIE

BARTHES
The redhead taxidermist is a pioneering artist and
a whistleblower. It is no accident that Stéphanie
Barthes is the only female taxidermist in France.
She had to take a strong stance to learn this
predominantly male craft and she has been able to
modernize it with outstanding installations, postures
and performances.
FR Une artiste, taxidermiste, avant-gardiste, dénonciatrice et

rousse. Si Stéphanie Barthes est l’unique femme exerçant le métier
de taxidermiste en France, ce n’est pas pour rien. Un métier qu’elle
a dû apprendre en faisant le dos rond face à un univers très
masculin et qu’elle a su moderniser à travers des installations, des
postures et des performances hors du commun.

ES Una artista, taxidermista, vanguardista, denunciante y

pelirroja. Si Stéphanie Barthes es la única mujer que trabaja
como taxidermista en Francia, no es poco. Una profesión que
aprendió perseverando en un universo muy masculino, y que supo
modernizar con sus instalaciones, posturas, presentaciones fuera
de lo común.
Photographies Mikael Vojinovic
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This morning, I meet
Stéphanie Barthes, a
taxidermist. I need a lion
for my future installation
at the gallery. I enter the
world of the animated
film Madagascar, full of
expressive animals with a
spark of guile in the eyes.
I am not a coward but I am
cautious after having seen
the “Venite Adoremus”
Happening. I feel relieved
now. A young stunning
redhead woman welcomes
me. We sit in her workshop
and have a coffee. I have so
many questions on my mind
that I forget the reason why
I have first come here.
How did you become a
taxidermist?
When I was young I wanted
to be a vet but I have painted
and sculpted since I was 8
so I studied in the School of
Fine Arts (les Beaux-Arts) in
Bordeaux. I had to undertake
a mandatory work placement
and decided to go to Monsieur
Rouillon’s, a taxidermist in
Bordeaux who received the
Grand Prix de Taxidermie
Française. Meeting this great
man and my passion for the
craft have been the two main
reasons why I do this job today.
Monsieur Rouillon is indeed an
excellent hunter even though
he has always respected nature.
I had to take a strong stance
to gain skills and override his
personal beliefs. It was quite
contradictory to defend animals’
rights and work with hunters;
my clients are mainly hunters
from the area but also pet’s
owners. He was a perfectionist
and a demanding taskmaster.
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How long does it take to
have an animal mounted?
It can be done within a day for
a bird as the skin is stretched
onto a wire skeleton then it is
stuffed. It is obviously longer
for an animal the size of a lion.
It requires two weeks of work if
I have preformed foam material
for the skull and if the skin
matches the frame. Otherwise
it can be twice longer or even
more. Then I must work on
seams, paws and pads, eyes
which are made of painted
glass, ears etc.
I’m shivering! Even with
a closer look, I can’t see
anything!
In fact, only the skin is tanned
and there is no organic matter
inside. I boil and blanch the
skull and every part receives an
anti-microbial treatment: that’s
the most dreadful thing for
taxidermists!
I have read that you told
Antoine de Caunes you
would like to work on
human bodies.
I like facing death. In my
opinion my work helps to cope
with afterlife. It is a way to
pay respect and tribute when
saying goodbye. It is of course
strictly forbidden in France
where bodies are state-owned;
in Switzerland or China, I think
it could be possible.
What do you like in this
work, in transposing death
into eternity?
To keep a share of present time
in eternity.

MASTER CRAFTSMAN TAXIDERMISTE
I watched your performance
“Venite Adoremus” before
coming here. Could you
explain this peculiar work?

« I had to go
back and forth
to learn my
skills and ignore
my personal
convictions. »

I wanted to disrupt the
genres of painting, sculpture
and happening. “Venite
Adoremus” was a threehour-long performance held
in CCC Gallery in Bordeaux
on January 10th 2010. The
composing matter is made of
flesh, blood, tears and violence
as well as of remembrance. I
wanted to invent the noise of
another painting to accompany
this animal’s dying. This
performance and this encounter
were held in a both public and
private temporalized space, in a
public closed room.
Will the next performance
be as powerful and
peculiar?
No it won’t. I’m currently
working on a 3.60m-diameter
carousel with several sculptures
including rainbow-colored tiger,
pony and camel.
You are the only female
taxidermist in France, how
do you feel about it?
I have to check that! (Laughter)
But if so, it’s great! I like the
idea of being unique.
Do you believe in life after
death?
In life I don’t, but in a passage
yes, I do. Where to? I don’t
know. I don’t believe in
reincarnation but rather in
souls hovering over us. Thanks
to my job experience, I have
managed to give my worries,
concerns, messages and
thoughts a real shape, in short,
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what I have in my inner self.
Taxidermy is considered
as old-fashioned and
outdated, it is much less
represented than a century
ago; how do you make it
more modern? When I got
into the workshop, I had
the impression to get into a
fantasy film!
I have a modern approach to
interact with spectator and
to show animals on beautiful
concrete or marble stands.
Have you already hidden
something inside an animal?
I leave a signature on each
animal with my hands; and no,
I have never hidden anything
and I have never been asked to
do it but…
Camille Attack
PS: I urge you to visit her
website but it is not for the
faint of heart!

TRAVEL LES SOURCES DE CAUDALIE

CAUDALIE
Let’s have a walk in the forest of the
Château Smith Haut Lafitte
If like Mademoiselle de La Brindille you don’t know what to do with
your kids this afternoon, go for the “Promenons-nous dans les bois”
stroll. You will be surprised by the poetic path in the forest of Château Smith Haut Laffite and the adults can end the afternoon with a
wine tasting.
FR Si comme Mademoiselle de la Brindille vous vous demandez quoi faire avec
vos enfants cette après-midi, allez faire la balade « Promenons-nous dans les bois
». Vous serez surpris de la poésie de cette escapade dans le bois du Château Smith
Haut Lafitte, qui pour les plus grands peut se terminer par une dégustation de vin.
ES Si como la Señorita de La Brindille, se están preguntando ¿qué hacer con sus
niños esta tarde?, vayan a pasear “Jugaremos en el bosque”. Serán sorprendidos de
la poesía de una escapada en el bosque del Château Smith Haut Lafitte, para los
mayores se puede terminar con una degustación de vino.
Photographies R. Valerio
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VOYAGE LES SOURCES DE CAUDALIE

Gaspard and I often wonder how life will
be with kids. So my friend Jeanne has
offered me to spend the day with her two
hedgehogs Rose and Oscar. I have heard
about the Forest of the Senses in Château
Smith Haut Lafitte. So let’s go to Martillac
this afternoon for a stroll in the forest!
We discover there an awakened forest. We
are given the keys and instructions to this
enchanted garden. Next to Les Sources
de Caudalie the forest welcomes young
contemporary artists who can express themselves and use free
their imagination. We venture along this artistic and aesthetic
path where our five senses are arousing.
Our hedgehogs of the day have fun making the wood sing in L’Île
aux sons and wonder if a giant spider created the Vortex-web;
they meet a hedgehog friend in front of the immense wooden
flower of les Injonctions Paradoxales; they enjoy leaving their
footprints in the Pied de Géant (the Giant’s footprint) and think
the Union’s sculpture look like a huge praying mantis. Those
works of art, the scents of moss, bark, grapevines and flowers give
the impression you are in a fairy garden, an enchanting forest.
The kids are delighted and even more when they find two llamas
on the way. The stroll ends in the Scented Garden where we learn
how to identify the aromas of Smith Haut Laffite white and red
wines. My senses and my taste buds are tickled by this olfactory
stimulation. I am thrilled to hear the stroll ends with a wine
tasting. While Rose is enjoying some grape juice, Oscar is happy to
take a sip from a glass of wine
as a grownup.
This afternoon has been
like a poetic and out-of-time
interlude; I feel as if I was
going back to childhood like
Alice in Wonderland.
Mademoiselle de La Brindille.
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When we arrive, we discover an open forest.
We are handed the keys and instructions of
this enchanted garden…
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MLLE. DE LA BRINDILLE VERT THEMATIQUE

VERT
THEMATIQUE
I do not know if you feel the same as I do but when I visit friends
and see their garden I always think “wow” I want the same! But
I work like crazy and can never find the time for that! Today I am
at Capucine’s – a flower name in French! – and Ludovic has just
finished the makeover of her garden. I am enraptured and she
pushes me to meet him.
One week later Ludovic arrives at home on his motorbike. I have
only an hour for him but I am so thrilled by his passion for nature.
I do not really know what I want but a nice garden; I really find it
hard to visualize my garden which looks like a battlefield after the
house renovation! Ludovic surveys, takes pictures and measures
of the garden. After having the community statutes, he tells me
that, no, I cannot cut the hedge of the neighbor without his prior
consent and I cannot either plant trees if they block my other
neighbor’s sea view; I have to deal with the upstairs neighbor’s
rain-water that flows over my garden. It sounds very complicated
to me but Ludovic explains that it is his routine and his role to
find solutions and handle technical constraints. He then suggests
showing me his ideas to re-design my garden with a virtual 3D
tour with projected images.
We meet again two weeks later and I know I have to quickly make
up my mind if I want my garden to be done for this summer. The
projected images are impressive! Ludovic has fully understood my
personality! I am delighted…and even more because the makeover
starts in a month!

VERT THEMATIQUE
44 rue Luis Mariano
Biarritz
06.03.85.91.03
05.40.69.00.97
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Bureau d’étude, conception,
réalisation, et entretien de vos
jardins.
contact.verthematique@gmail.com

TRIP ARTY BILBAO

BILBAO
This weekend I meet an old friend of mine who
has just moved to the Basque Country and holds a
housewarming party. It is the occasion to have a first
ride to Bilbao on his new BMW 1250 GS Black Storm.
Let’s ride sharp bends through French and Spanish
mountain passes and enjoy breathtaking views along
the way! In brief, let’s have a gourmet and cultural
ride with friends!
FR Je retrouve ce week-end un copain d’enfance qui vient de

s’installer au Pays basque. Il pend sa crémaillère. L’occasion de
faire une virée moto à Bilbao et de tester son nouveau couteau
suisse, un 1250 GS Black Storm. Traversée de Cols français et
espagnols, vues à couper le souffle, virolos… Un circuit culturel et
gastronomique à moto entre potes.

ES Este fin de semana, me encuentro con un amigo que acaba
de mudarse al País Vasco. Él estrena su casa. Una ocasión para
que salgamos de excursión en moto a Bilbao y pruebe su nuevo
juguete, una 1250 GS Black Storm. Un viaje a través de las
montañas francesas y españolas, vistas impresionantes, sucesiones
de curvas… Un recorrido cultural y gastronómico en moto con
amigos.
Photographies Ludo
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TRIP ARTY BILBAO
This weekend I meet an old
friend of mine who has just
moved to the Basque Country
and holds a housewarming
party. It is the occasion to
have a first ride to Bilbao on
his new BMW 1250 GS Black
Storm.
After some hesitation, we
have chosen the village
square in Bidart as a
gathering point. We decide
to have a coffee at Le bar du
Fronton before leaving.
On the start line there is a
motley panel of motorbikes
matching each rider’s
character: a Harley Davidson
Dina Sport, Matt’s BMW 1250
GS, two BMW Nine Ts and a
Triumph Bonneville.

mountains, across Lizarrieta
then down a video-gamelike series of switchbacks
to Etchalar. This road is a
paradise for bikers. Then we
can burn rubber again on the
way to Lesaka.
We stop for a coffee at Koxhila
in the heart of Lesaka nearby
a small stream. The place
is so typical of Spain with
its tapas bar. Then we take
the Carretera de Aritxulegui
which is getting surprising
and playful with our twins.
The landscape and the road
are nice. The road surface is
wonderful and we feel free
along the valleys and trees;
we can let go and leave daily
problems behind us.
We ride past the little chapel
Capilla de Aguina. We cannot
resist but stop after a few
good sharp bends at the top
of the mountain pass to take
photos of the breathtaking
view. Past the Gandara
Lake, further after a hairpin
bend, on the right, there is
a little bar and restaurant
called Aialde with its nice
panoramic terrace over the
lake. Let’s head to Oiartzun
now on a narrow winding
road at the foot of the Stone
of Aia (Pic des 3 Couronnes
in French, Aiako Harria in
Basque language).

It is sunny and we head for
a gourmet and cultural ride.
We ride through French and
Spanish Pyrenees passes to
reach the Spanish Atlantic
coast. Our destination is
Mundaka, a little port sought
after by worldwide surfers.
But before sleeping in a comfy
bed in this lovely village,
we have to ride through the
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Then from Oiartzun, we
suddenly feel like playing
golf at the Real Golf Club in
San Sebastian; but we are
running short of time and
we give up on the idea of an
18-hole course to go and have
a delicious prime rib with
garden vegetables in one of
the oldest Basque Trinquetes,
Trinquet Borda in Irún.
You’d better book a table in

TRIP ARTY BILBAO
advance! They serve the best
Pata Negra ham and prime
rib in the local area! After
ún café solo, dos cafés solo,
we are off again upwards the
legendary ascent to Jaizkibel
Mountain. At the top, we
discover a 360° panoramic
view over the bay of Hendaye!
We ride past the chapel of
Sanctuario de Guadalupe
towards the Jaizkibel
Lookout then down to Pasajes
along an incredible and
intoxicating landscape with

overlooking a Caribbean
blue sea is breathtaking.
There are a few kilometers
left to enjoy the landscape
before we arrive to the
Akelarre Relais&Châteaux
Hotel where we are going to
stay overnight. There is a
Michelin 3-starred restaurant
where our crew will enjoy an
epicurean treat. Here is a
glimpse of the menu to tempt
your taste buds: egg with
Caviar on cauliflower puree
and chive butter, marinated
fresh tuna belly with Wasabi
ice-cream, seaweed hake,
plankton and oyster leaf,
“burrata” of Idiazabal…I
leave it up to you to discover
the full menu!
Tomorrow morning, the next
leg of the trip will be along
the coastal road and across
the eucalyptus forest on the
way to Mundaka. We will
take Kristobal Balenziaga
Kalea and we will stop to visit
the homonymous museum
in Getaria. There are small
restaurants and cider houses
along the way. Then we
will head for Orio, Zarautz,
Zumaia, Itxaspe and finally
Deba.

a breathtaking view of the
coves and cliffs along Pasajes
foothills.
We feel the urge to go to
Santiago Plaza in the heart of
Pasajes and take an original
passage that you have to see
for yourself. After this original
stop, let’s head for Donastia
(San Sebastian) to discover
the beach of La Concha, the
Basque folklore and Spanish
late lunches. We leave this
festive atmosphere to ride the
bends to Mount Igueldo.
Once again the view
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Ludo
To be continued in the midJuly issue of Life is Art
magazine.

TRAVEL YNDO BORDEAUX

HOTEL

YNDO
Along with the anecdotes of the hotel owner Agnès,
Mademoiselle de la Brindille makes us discover this
welcoming place where it feels like home. The Yndo
Hotel is a 5-star hotel and the meeting-point for
worldwide aesthetes.
FR Au gré des anecdotes d’Agnès la propriétaire, Mademoiselle
de La Brindille nous fait découvrir avec son ressenti cette maison
chaleureuse où l’on se sent comme chez soi. Cet hôtel 5 étoiles est
un point de rencontre, sur Bordeaux, des esthètes du monde entier.
ES A lo largo de las anécdotas de Agnès, la propietaria, la
Señorita de La Brindille nos hace descubrir con su resentimiento
este hogar caluroso donde se siente como en casa. Hotel con 5
estrellas y el punto de encuentro, en Burdeos, de los estetas del
mundo.
Photographies Nicolas Seurot
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« A famous actor was
charmed by Fizz my Shih
Tzu. As he was pretending
to kidnap him, I offered
him to find him his own
dog. It was hard but I
finally found a puppy in
St André de Cubzac. He
fell for the puppy and
took him. While he was
on stage for the closing
performance night, I
offered him a leash and
dog biscuits as a goodbye
present. It bonds people
together [smile]. »

« Guests often offer
me presents and one
day I was given a
Bernardaud votive
light. While I was
chatting with a Japanese designer at
breakfast, she told
me she had designed it twenty years
before.»

TRAVEL YNDO BORDEAUX

« An art gallery
owner from Milan
realized that other
dinner guests were
collectors who
were here for the
same preview of
an exhibition at
the Decorative
Arts Museum. He
paid me a very
nice compliment:
“Madam, you
have invented the
hospitality of the
future”. It was 5
years ago when
I started on the
business! »

I am so happy that Bordeaux
hosts the exhibition from
Gérard Rancinan and Caroline
Gaudriault at the Bernard
Magrez Cultural Institute.
I decide to go there for the
weekend. Jeanne advised me
to stay at the Yndo Hotel. I
unquestionably trust her so I
have booked a room!
As soon as I walk through the
courtyard of the typical 19th
century mansion house, the
magic works. I push the door
and I am overwhelmed with
strong positive vibes and it
feels like home even if I do not
know the place. Agnès, the
hotel owner welcomes me as if I
was a family friend. She knows
Jeanne and that I am an artist
so she has chosen the Yndo
Suite for me. I walk through
a yard with a lovely terrace
and in the room I find out that
Agnès and I have the same
eclectic taste in decoration –
a Cappellini limited edition
floor lamp designed by Marcel
Wanders, a Neri & Hu console
table desk styled by De La
Espada, Murano vases from
Purho by Karim Rashid – and
the same passion for beautiful
objects. The bathroom is highly
functional – I can easily put
away my 56 beauty products
– and the shower is so huge
that you can dance in there! I
immediately call Gaspard to
know when he arrives and go
and wait for him at the bar.
This yard is so lovely…
I order a glass of ChassagneMontrachet then I go exploring
the hotel. In the hall I am
amazed by a wonderful
ceramic work of art by Joël
Cazeaux. The living-room is
fabulous with its old wrought
mouldings everywhere and this
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extraordinary shade of purple
(mauve) from floor to ceiling.
Agnès brings my glass of wine
and tells me an artist painted
the walls using the paint pad
method. I congratulate her
for the demanding choice of
furniture and once again I am
amazed by a Grinza Sharpei
armchair styled by Edra and
designed by Fernando &
Humberto Campana that really
invites you to curl in it. Agnès
tells me that the furniture and
objects have been carefully
selected.
I have known her for an
hour and it feels like I was
chatting with a friend. So I
spontaneously offer her to join
me for a drink; Agnès is pleased
to tell me about the history of
the hotel and anecdotes. It feels
like travelling back in time, in
a last-century literary salon
where I could incidentally meet
designers, collectors and artists.
Yndo Hotel is the meeting-point
for worldwide aesthetes in
Bordeaux.
If you want to enrich the
experience, Agnès has launched
a 13th room, the Poetic Cabin
inspired by Cap Ferret oyster
ports.
Mademoiselle de la Brindille

« I am a big fan of the
architect Rudy Ricciotti.
He is very special and
I was happy to have
him as a guest. I was so
excited when I took the
reservation myself. He
was impressed to see
what I managed to do
by myself with the hotel
and it’s very rewarding
when someone so
talented pays attention
to your work. »

ARCHITECTURE «SALE»

SALE
FR Lancé par deux jeunes

architectes, Sophie Lambotte et Hélène Lacombe,
SALE est un projet d’illustration sur les îlots insalubres de Paris.

ES Puesto en marcha

por dos jóvenes arquitectas, Sophie Lambotte y
Hélène Lacombe, SALE es
un proyecto de ilustración
de los oasis insalubres de
París.
Picture caption:
Block 1: Saint- Merri,
neighbourhood destroyed
between 1933 and 1937 was
first turned into a car park
then the Centre Georges
Pompidou was built there in
1977.

SALE (Dirty) is an illustration
project on substandard city
blocks in Paris carried out by
two young architects Sophie
Lambotte and Hélène Lacombe.
At the beginning of the
20th century, 17 city blocks
were declared substandard
by Parisian authorities.
Their destruction or their
rehabilitation were considered
essential on the basis of
hygienists’ arguments added
to political and social issues.
Block boundaries drew the
background map by either
slow and almost imperceptible
or sudden changes. This map
guided urban transformation in
Paris over the last century.
SALE is an experimental
project aimed at understanding
the mechanisms of these
changes and the way the city
was planned and still is today.
The interest in substandard
blocks is a way to show the
superimposition of urban
settings by revealing tracks
of urban constructions. We
understand that the city
is made of time, space and
social stratification with
a logical duality between
urban sedimentation and
regeneration. The role of the
architect is at the crossroads:
it is important to deeply
understand this logical
stratification in order to take
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action in the transformation
process of the city.
17 screen prints illustrating
each of the 17 substandard
blocks will be produced
until August 2019 with the
participation of the Grande
Masse workshop at les Grands
Voisins. Screen printing is
a printing technique using
multiple color layers; it reveals
by superimposition on paper
the coexistence of past and
present urban spaces in Paris.
The first layer –blue–represents
what has disappeared then
the superimposed layer –
red– illustrates present
constructions.
The various city landmarks are
identified from conservation to
destruction through the lens of
the duotone.
Sophie Lambotte
Hélène Lacombe
The illustrations are available
at:
www.atelierhelenelacombe.com

FROM THE PEN CHÂTEAU PAPE CLÉMENT 2012

BREATHE
When she arrives at her office her personal assistant
Gabriel gives her the signature book as every day.
Along with paperwork to sign, in her mail she finds an
envelope with nothing but her name on it. She wonders and scans the envelope for a clue on the sender’s
identity but nothing…She smells and examines the
paper: there is a nice elegant confident pen-and-ink
note at the back.
FR Quand elle arrive à son bureau Gabriel, son assistant personnel, lui remet son courrier comme tous les jours. Au milieu
de la paperasse à signer, elle trouve une enveloppe avec seul son
nom dessus. Elle s’interroge et cherche du regard un indice sur
l’enveloppe pour trouver l’identité de l’expéditeur, mais rien… Elle
sent et examine le papier: une note manuscrite au dos... écrite à la
plume... et élégante...
ES Como cada día, a su llegada al despacho, Gabriel, su asistente,
le transmite el libro de firmas. Después de haber firmado una serie
de formalidades, entre su correo, hoy, está un sobre sin dirección
que le llama la atención, solo su nombre está escrito… Se cuestiona… escruta el sobre buscando un signo que podría ponerla en
el camino del remitente… Nada… Huele el papel, lo observa, una
hermosa nota manuscrita en el dorso. Escrita con pluma… Elegante… Asegurada…
Photography Mikael Vojinovic
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FROM THE PEN CHÂTEAU PAPE CLÉMENT 2012
She smells and examines the paper; there is a
nice elegant confident pen-and-ink note at the
back.
Her silk dress? The one she was wearing at the
previous wine tasting? That was the only time
she wore it. Her anonymous correspondent
should be found in the guest list. But she tries
hard and fails remembering people she talked
to that evening. Anyway, she will think about it
later, she notes the preview date in her planner,
slips the invitation in her purse; she is amused
and intrigued but returns to business.
Translation of « Respire » written by Eric
Scal

A month later in the early morning, she is
reminded of the almost forgotten appointment.

When she arrives at her office Gabriel, her
personal assistant gives her the signature book
as every day. Along with paperwork to sign, in
her mail an envelope with nothing but her name
on it catches her attention.

Preview Exhibition Breathe, B.Magrez Institute
6pm. Vintage silk dress. Driver at home.

Pauline M.
Personal.
Inside the envelope there is an invitation for the
preview of the exhibition Breathe by Ann Cantat
Corsini at the Bernard Magrez Cultural Institute
in Bordeaux. At the back there is an unsigned
handwritten note:

Tonight she will leave the office at 5pm to
please her mysterious correspondent. She is
so demanding, she is such a perfectionist and
always off running for business that she has
neglected her personal life. This rendez-vous is
exciting! At last a man is arousing her curiosity!
Days usually go by pretty fast but today is never
ending. Each appointment seems endless, each
paperwork to sign is burdensome and annoying.
Today she will leave at 5pm. She is restless.

A driver will drive you there. I will wait for you.
Be ready for 6pm at your place. Wear your 70s
slinky soft long dress. It gently draws the curves
of your body.

Time has come. She shuts her laptop down and
slips it into its case; she locks her office, greets
her assistant and goes back home, a few yards
from Les Allées Tourny where her office is.

She dials Gabriel’s number even though his
office is next door but she cannot bear noise; she
does not want to call out for him, it would sound
gross. She hates vulgarity.

Once at home she feels relieved! It’s been a long
day! She negligently takes off her high heel
pumps and goes for a shower.

-Yes Madam?
-Who has brought this envelope?
-I don’t know Madam; it’s been delivered along
with the pile of mail by the postman this
morning.
-Fine, thank you.
She hangs up the phone…she wonders and scans
the envelope for a clue on the sender’s identity
but nothing.

After this relaxing moment she heads for her
wardrobe; the silk dress, the lingerie, the garter
belt and the stockings…and of course her pumps
which make the curve of her back feminine and
give her a self-assured and elegant gait.
The doorbell rings,that must be the driver. She
puts on earrings, casts a final glance in the
mirror and sprays just a mist of her fragrance
because she does not want to disturb his sense of
smell.
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Behind her she can feel the warm and
charismatic presence of her anonymous
correspondent whispering: “vine stalk embers…
spicy notes… Do you recognize me?... Move
forward…Look…”

The driver stands cordial and opens the car
door. She tries to contain herself and hide her
mischievous restlessness.
-Who sends you?
-You’ll figure it out later Madam. Somebody who
is willing to do you good.

Both hands suddenly vanish until she stands in
front of the next photograph – a single graceful
tree in the mist.

The driver stops at the big gate and opens the
car door; Pauline gets out of the car looking for
the man who is waiting for her. The crowd is
gathering at the entrance door and even if the
security officers are fast to carry out security
checks, the flow is slowed down. She shows her
invitation and goes through the hall towards the
exhibition room.

The peculiar choreography remains unnoticed
by the crowd. She is in a trance and catches
the skilled hands to lead them onto her body…
further…
The deep and smooth voice pounds like a
shamanic chant and follows the rhythmic thrust
of her body: “velvety, harmonious”.

In the big rectangular room, artworks are
carefully aligned and cleverly arranged. The
space dedicated to the exhibition does not
have superfluous features interfering with the
spectator’s reception. The lighting highlights
photographs and offers intimacy despite the
gathering crowd.

She is about to faint with pleasure at these
words.
“Tasty, intense…rich…”
She blissfully moans and wakes up, panting and
confused…
Her Smartphone planner beeps and shows the
saved reminder: send the tasting review on
Château Pape Clément 2012.
No invitation.
No handwritten note.
No photographic journey.
Just an intense and mysterious dream to remind
her that perfection doesn’t always stem from
reason.

She walks gradually her way to the first
photograph and thoughtfully stares at it. She
feels a warm breath on her neck and hears
a whispering voice: “don’t turn, don’t say
anything…I’ll do you good…”
A hand glides from her ankle to the inner part
of her right knee…A shiver runs down her back,
the nape of her neck and her scalp…as to follow
the initiated path.

Eric Scal

A warm and virile whispering voice at her ear
again: “some clues…generous, ripe blackcurrant,
juicy, intense…carry on with the tour”
She walks a few steps and stops, enthralled
by the photographer’s eye and her dreamlike
images. The velvety hand resumes its journey…
and the insisting voice revives the tension and
orders to keep the moment secret: “shhh”
The skilled and steady hand glides from her
left ankle to her crotch and she more intensely
shivers. The other hand sneaks under her dress
along her right thigh and her hip; it fondles
her breast and pinches the erected and craving
nipple.
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The Black Prince castle, that once housed the 100year War Treaty Agreement, was the residence of
Prince Edward of Woodstock (son of King Edward
III of England), also called “the Black Prince”, is the
starting point of this rebellious dinner, collaboration
between 3 chefs taking place in a theatre set for a
15th century play on Mars.
FR Le château du Prince Noir, château fantastique, qui abrita

jadis l’accord de signature du traité de la guerre de cent ans, et qui
fut également la résidence du Prince Édouard de Woodstock (fils
du roi anglais Henri III), aussi appelé «le prince noir», est le point
de départ de ce diner rebelle, collaboration entre trois grands chefs,
dans un décor de film pour une pièce d’époque du 15ème siècle sur
Mars.

ES El castillo del Príncipe Negro, un fantástico castillo, donde

ocurrió hace mucho tiempo la firma del tratado de paz de la
Guerra de Cien años; fue también la residencia del Príncipe
Eduardo de Woodstock (hijo del Rey inglés Enrique El Tercero),
llamado el «Príncipe Negro». Este lugar emblemático es el punto
de partida de esta cena rebelde, una colaboración entre los tres
grandes chefs, en un decorado de película para una obra de teatro
del siglo 15 en el planeta Marte.
Photographies Mikael Vojinovic
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I live in New York and I run a
public relations and marketing
company specializing in
culinary branding. I am going
to tell you a story originating
in the friendship between three
gourmets.
The first character is the
photographer Mikael Vojinovic;
I met him in New York in 2004
when I was working with Alain

Ducasse. I had been surprised
by his photo reportage work;
it was the first time I had
found something unexpected,
different and raw.
The second character is the
Château du Prince Noir chef
Vivien. It is a wonderful
château where the Hundred
Years’ War treaty agreement
was signed and where Prince
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Edward of Woodstock – heir to
King Edward III– also known
as The Black Prince lived.
In the heart of the historic
property Vivien Durand runs
the Michelin one-starred
restaurant. The former chef
Jean-Marie Amat was the
culinary golden nugget of
Bordeaux; when he left in 2015
Vivien was named as successor

« The art of food is ephemeral, but
the spirit of Bordeaux comes to life
with every bite, every sip and every
laugh. Everyone lived something
enlightening, something somewhat
rebellious. »
When you arrive at le Prince
Noir, you are surprised by
funny details in decoration; the
hall is covered with a fantastic
wall garden mixing fake grass
and a wallpaper featuring
tiny French historic leaders,
insects and animals. There are
terrariums full of plants and
kids’ toys hung on the wall. A
sleek bell hosts a naked doll
sitting on an egg.

on Alain Ducasse’s suggestion.
Vivien had worked for Ducasse
in Louis XV restaurant in
Monaco. Vivien comes from
the Basque Country and
earned his first Michelin star
in 2013 when he was running
Eguiazabal-Wine Bar, a tapas
bar in Hendaye. This star came
as a surprise in the culinary
world.

In the restaurant, there are
many bay windows opening on
sculptural artworks. This sexy
and mischievous atmosphere is
the perfect setting for Vivien’s
cuisine.
Vivien, Mikael and I became
friends in a food festival;
we share the same creative
spirit. We first gave ourselves
the nickname of “the Prince
Noir’s battalion”. Then Vivien
invited us to a special dinner
combining his cooking with
wines from the Saint-Elites.
The Saint-Elites is a group of
nine winemakers from Saint119

Emilion’s satellite appellations
– Lussac Saint-Emilion,
Saint Georges Saint-Emilion,
Puisseguin Saint-Emilion and
Montagne Saint-Emilion. The
nine winemakers represent
70% of the best wines produced
in Saint-Emilion’s satellites.
During that dinner, we decided
to organize a wine and food
meal with several chefs and the
Saint-Elites winemakers and
to call two American chefs who
would cook with Vivien.
We planned this dinner to be
held during the En-Primeur
Week; this period did not seem
appropriate at first because it
is a serious official wine tasting
period but the winemakers
believed it would be the perfect
time for a non-conventional
event.
So we invited two highly
respected chefs, Michael
Voltaggio and Jessi Singh. Our
main goal was to host a creative
and true food and wine event

EXPERIENCES GREEDY EXHIBITION
together.
Michael Voltaggio comes
from Maryland and owns
restaurants in Los Angeles and
Washington DC. He became
popular when he won the sixth
season of Bravo network’s Top
Chef. Chefs can be considered
like rock stars in the USA and
Voltaggio is a mix between
Eminem and Tommy Lee: a
tattooed bad boy respected for
his culinary talent.
Jessi Singh is from Indian
origin and became famous
when he opened his restaurant
Babu Ji. Thanks to his
eclectic approach to cooking
and Indo-Australian modern
flavours as well as the trendy
atmosphere in his restaurants,
he has become one of the most
inspiring chefs in the USA over
the last five years.
The chef had to prepare three
dishes for this dinner to be
served along with each of
the nine Saint-Elites wines.
The chefs spent hours with
Julien Richard the manager
of Saint-Elites and Château
Tour Bayard winemaker in
tasting wines, discussing
dishes and deciding on food and
wine pairing. It looked like a
band writing music with each
member adding his own sound
to the song.
On the dinner day, everybody
arrived early in the morning;
they all had a different role
to play: Vivien, Jessi and
Michael were in the kitchen,
Mikael and his production
crew were scattered inside
and outside the restaurant to
set the “Battalion” creative
photo shoot with medieval
costumes, ancient swords, live
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chickens and a black horse. The
restaurant was looking like
a 15th century-film-on-Mars
scenery.
At 7.00pm, guests were
surprised on arrival to see the
winemakers in their costumes.
Mikael’s photographs were
displayed on the ceiling of the
reception hall and Jessi was
serving an Indo-Australian
buffet of starters. The guests
combining wine and food
experts, artists and influencers
were sitting at Vivien’s custommade diamond-shaped table
with in the center the name
“Edward of Woodstock”.
Cuisine is an ephemeral art but
the spirit of Bordeaux came to
life with each bite, each sip and
laughter.
Everybody was having an
enlightening and a somewhat
rebellious experience.
H. Gita McCutcheon
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Starters
Oyster & Spices
Course 1: Jessi Singh
Spicy beef tartar, beetroot and ginger
Château La Rose Perrière 2009
Course 2: Jessi Singh
Cottage cheese in pastry, beetroot and garlic
Château La Couronne Reclos 2001
Course 3: Michael Voltaggio
Truffled squid-ink tagliatelle
Clos Albertus 2012
Course 4: Vivien Durand
Red mullet and leek stew
Château Guibot la Fourvielle 2014
Course 5: Jessi Singh
Saint-Pierre curry
Château La Mauriane 2000
Course 6: Vivien Durand
Lamb with Indian pepper and buckweat
Château Tour Bayard L’Angelot 2010
Course 7: Michael Voltaggio
Pigeon, Hibiscus and cauliflower
Château de La Grenière 2005
Course 8: Michael Voltaggio
White chocolate and butternut
L’Envie 2012
Course 9: Vivien Durand
Jerusalem artichoke in pepper and red wine,
coconut malt sorbet
Château Bel Air 2015
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VOX POP AND YOU ?

«I CAN RESIST
EVERYTHING EXCEPT
TEMPTATION»
OSCAR WILDE

ALICE ISAAZ

ADELAIDE

RAMINE

“I cannot resist a glass of
wine with my friends.”

“Why trying to resist? I
mostly decide on the spur of
a moment, on a sudden need
and that’s just fine!”

“I cannot resist making
pancakes for my children and
spending the evening with
them.”

BARBARA

MIKA

AZUL

“I can resist everything
except a Paris-Brest pastry.”

“Resisting is not one of my
virtues.”

“No, I don’t resist anything,
should I? Is therefore
temptation irresistible?
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ITZIAR

MARINE

PIERRE

“I resist none of temptations”

“Life must be lived to its
fullest and every temptation
is worth taking. Resisting is
good neither for the body nor
the mind.”

“Temptation is a response to
desire and desire rules all my
actions.”

NELLY

SACHA

MANU

“I can resist everything
except a box of chocolates.”

“I prefer frustration.”

“I cannot resist browsing
vinyl boxes in a record shop.”

MARINA

LUDO

CELINE

“I cannot ever resist a second
glass of wine.”

“I cannot resist having a ride
on my motorcycle.”

“It’s a lie; we cannot resist
anything.”
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THE ART PRICE MIKAEL VOJINOVIC

BACKSTAGE
Tee-shirt
Men/Women

45 euros

For more informations:
contact@elkabronnergallery.fr
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THE GIRL DON’T CARE
30 X 45
Printing on art paper
Limited series with 30 copies

850 euros

For more informations:
contact@elkabronnergallery.fr
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N°2 ADRESSES
DECORATION
Autour Du Store
11 rue Maryse Bastié, ZA de
Maignon, Anglet
05.59.44.14.34
www.autourdustore.fr
Blunt Manufacture
48 rue Luis Mariano, Biarritz 06 88 49 24 25 - 06 80 22 67 11
www.bluntmanufacture.fr
Darroman Design
PAYS-BASQUE, 18 route de
Pitoys, Anglet
LANDES, 6 rue des Résiniers,
Cap Breton - 09.60.03.54.93 www.darromandesign.fr
Vert thématique
44 rue Luis Mariano, Biarritz 06.03.85.91.03 - 05.40.69.00.97
AUTOMOBILES
Erviti Automobile, Centre
Service Porsche ZA de Maignon,
38 Route de Pitoys, Anglet
05.59.55.44.81
Lamborghini Bordeaux
Avenue Pierre Mendès-France,
33700 Mérignac
05 56 99 03 74

Bar de la Plage
Grande plage de Biarritz, 29
Boulevard du Général de
Gaulle, 64200 Biarritz
05 59 22 31 32
La Case de l’Océan, Plage de
l’Océan, 64600 Anglet
La cucaracha Rue de l’Uhabia,
64210 Bidart - 05 59 54 92 89
Asador Venta Burkaitz.
Col des Veaux, 64250 Itxassou
05 59 29 82 55
Sergio Meylou - La Brasserie
du Madison
25 Boulevard Thiers, SaintJean-de-Luz - 05 59 85 55 55
Restaurant Le Prince Noir Vivien Durand
1 Rue du Prince Noir, 33310
Lormont - 05 40 25 04 16
Bar du fronton
2 place sauveur Atchoarena ,
64210 BIDART
Koxkila, Zarandia Kalea,
4, 31770 Lesaka, Nafarroa,
Espagne

FASHION

Hostal Ekaitza : Plaza Berria
13, 31770 Lesaka- Nafarroa Espagne

Duchatel
48 Avenue Edouard VII, 64000
Biarritz

Bar Aialde : Bar Aialde Endara
6, 31770 Lesaka, Navarra,
Espagne

Miaow
3 rue du Helder, Biarritz, et 19
boulevard Thiers, Saint-Jeande-Luz
GASTRONOMY

Real Golf Club de San
Sebastián : Barrio Jaizubia,
Chalet Borda-Gain, Barrio
Jaizubia Apartado, 6, 20280
Hondarribia, Guipúzcoa,
Espagne

Bar le Classique
24 Rue Gambetta, 64200
Biarritz

Restaurante Trinkete Borda:
Barrio Olaberria, 39, 20303
Irun, Guipúzcoa, Espagne
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Hotel Akelarre : Padre
Orkolaga Ibilbidea, 56, 20008
Donostia, Gipuzkoa, Espagne
Cristóbal Balenciaga Museoa:
Aldamar Parkea Parkea, 6,
20808 Getaria, Gipuzkoa,
Espagne
Le Madrid
563 Avenue du Général de
Gaulle, 64210 Guéthary
Téléphone : 05 59 26 52 12
Le Poincon
94 Rue du Comté de Swiecinski,
64210 Guéthary 05 59 26 57 44
Le Bar basque
Avenue Mgr Mugabure, 64210
Guéthary 05 59 26 55 00
Providence
548 Avenue du Général de
Gaulle, 64210 Guéthary
09 72 83 44 60
Les Alcyons
Port de Guéthary - Jetée
Alcyons, 64210 Guéthary
05 59 26 55 72
Iluna bar
50 Prom. de la Plage, 64210
Guéthary
Bahia Beach
Chemin Barognenia, 64210
Bidart 05 59 26 59 69
Hétéroclito
Chemin de la Plage, 64210
Guéthary 05 59 54 98 92
La Madrina
Bar Latino
57 blvd du Général de Gaulle,
Biarritz

SACIF IMMOBILIER

Auteur de vos projets

28 Station

Résidence

PESSAC - FLAUBERT
Entre vignes et patrimoine, à deux pas du tramway et des commerces.
14 logements du T2 au T4

05.56.44.02.10
contact@sacif.fr
www.sacif.fr

N°2 ADRESSES
CULTURE
ELKA BRONNER GALERRY
EX ART DESIGN GALLERY
524 avenue du général de
Gaulle
64210 Guéthary
06 72 13 41 58
Le cinéma le Select 29
boulevard Victor Hugo 64500
Saint Jean de Luz
Tél. : 05 59 85 80 81.
Artiste Jean-François Larrieu
www.larrieu.fr
Artiste Anne Mondy
www.papertorn.com/
Atelier NDsurf à Bidart
Tél : 06 50 91 52 08
contact@ndsurf.fr
Betony Vernon
www.xenses-shop.com/
Fondation d’entreprise AG2R
LA MONDIALE pour la Vitalité
artistique
106 Bvd Haussmann 75008
paris
Golf de Biarritz le Phare
2 Avenue Edith Cavell, 64200
Biarritz
05 59 03 71 80

Gérald Franzetti
17 Petite Rue de l’Esté, 64100
Bayonne
05 59 55 41 81
Stéphanie Barthes
245 Avenue du Maréchal de
Lattre de Tassigny,
33200 Bordeaux
05 56 08 55 33
Caudalie – Château Smith
Haut Lafitte – la Foret des sens
33650 Bordeaux Martillac
05 57 83 11 23
La Licorne
Discothèque
50 avenue du Plateau
Bidart
TRAVEL
Yndo hotel
108 Rue Abbé de l’Épée,
33000 Bordeaux
05 56 23 88 88
ARCHITECTURE
Sophie Lambotte et
Hélène Lacombe
www.atelierhelenelacombe.com

Institut culturel Bernard
Magrez
16 Rue de Tivoli, 33000
Bordeaux
05 56 81 72 77
Olivia Kahler, Soprano
https://www.oliviakahler.com
Sylvie Hartmann
Hathor Création
www.Hathorart.com
05 57 22 441 571
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SACIF IMMOBILIER

Auteur de vos projets

BIARRITZ
Résidence intimiste au coeur d’un espace vert, idéalement située à deux pas
des commerces et du centre de Biarritz.
10 logements du T2 au T5

Villa Grammont
Résidence

05.56.44.02.10
contact@sacif.fr
www.sacif.fr

BRENDAN MURPHY

ELKA LEONARD

MIKAEL VOJINOVIC

TITO & MULK

Art Design Gallery devient Elka Bronner Gallery
+33 672134158 . 524 avenue du Général de Gaulle . 64210 Guéthary . France
contact@elkabronnergallery.fr @adg_gallery

